Research Trainees
Become Our Future Health
Problem Solvers
An investment in student trainees is an
investment in the future of medicine, and Dalhousie’s
Dr. Paola Marcato is living proof.
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Starting out as a student trainee in the Cancer
Research Training Program at the Beatrice
Hunter Cancer Research Institute (BHCRI)
in 2004, Dr. Marcato quickly built the skills
she needed to conduct world-leading research
in the field.
Today, thanks to support from DMRF donors,
Dr. Marcato runs her own cancer research lab
at Dalhousie University, working on innovative
treatments for breast cancer. Dr. Marcato’s
work aims to identify ways to destroy cancer
stem cells—the cells programmed to proliferate
and invade nearby tissues, leading to metastasis.

“The trouble with our existing treatments
is that you could kill all the regular cancer
cells with chemo and radiation, but still be
left with the cancer stem cells, so the cancer
will reoccur,” says Dr. Marcato. “My team has
identified a marker on breast cancer stem
cells that’s strongly associated with invasive
cancers, which is a marker we can use for
both diagnosis and treatment. Some of
our discoveries in the lab have already been
pursued as clinical targets, and we continue
to innovate new treatment options targeting
these specific and deadly cells.”
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Dr. Marcato’s work also involves the
establishment of a breast cancer tissue bank,
in partnership with cancer surgeons and
researchers Dr. Carman Giacomantonio and
Dr. Lucy Helyer. The breast cancer tissue bank
allows for the examination of cancer stem
cells from women across the Maritimes.
Today, as a senior scientist at both Dalhousie
University and the BHCRI, Dr. Marcato is proud
to mentor young trainees in her lab as part
of the Cancer Research Training Program.
Over the past eight years, she has mentored
over 30 trainees as they pursue important
cancer research—a calling she considers one
of the most rewarding contributions of
her career.

“I know how important the
BHCRI’s Cancer Research Training
Program was for me as a young
researcher, and it’s a privilege for
me to give back by helping to
train the scientists of tomorrow.
By assisting my students on their
path to research breakthroughs,
we can create new treatments
that impact real lives together.
There is nothing more meaningful
to me than this, and I am grateful
to DMRF donors for making
this possible.”
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